Service Bulletin.


Re: Connection of parking lights.

From the point of view of traffic safety, for many years we have had parking lights connected so that they are on even when the headlights are also switched on.

For a certain period in our production we have had the parking lights connected separately, i.e. they light up only when the lighting switch is pulled out to the first notch. This has now been altered so that the parking lights light up even when the headlights are on.

In the case of complaints from the customers, replacement of the lighting switch, etc., the parking lights should be re-connected so that they light up even when the headlights are switched on.

Vehicles with separate connection of the parking lights can occur among the following chassis numbers:

PV 444  chassis nos. 156200-166750
P 44505  "    "  3100 - 3300
P 44506  "    "  9800 - 10700
P 44507-08  "    "  5000 - 5600